
• Quickly and easily assess if there is power within the 7-way connection between the tractor 
 and trailer
• LED indicator easily identifies which circuit is not receiving power
• Designed for integration into the electrical system at the nosebox*
• Eliminates the immediate need for a continuity tester

QWIK-CHECK™ for universal installation, with 12” blunt cut wires and #10 ring terminals for installation

QWIK-CHECK™ replacement for i-BOX™, with #10 ring terminals pre-installed

QWIK-CHECK™ replacement for VOLT-BOX™, with #10 ring terminals pre-installed
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QWIK-CHECK
TM

A quick check 
confirms a connection 

between the 
tractor and trailer 

WE MAKE PRODUCTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE®

By Phillips

12070 Burke Street, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
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This product does not eliminate or replace the need to perform a pre-trip inspection. It only confirms an electrical
signal from the tractor to the trailer. It does NOT check the lighting and wires on the trailer.

*Additional tools (not included) may be needed for installation.  Phillips is not liable for damage caused to any nosebox when installing for retrofit.

Important Note:
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WE MAKE PRODUCTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE®
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The LED lights are an indication of continuity at the 7-way connection only.  They do not confirm if there is sufficient voltage to power a circuit.
Note:

Note:

To assess the location of one or more failed circuits:

15-200

15-208

1. Remove the 7-way cable from the 7-way connection at the tractor.
2. Test the 7-way socket on the back of the tractor with a continuity tester 
 (suggested Phillips P/N: 15-200) by plugging it into the socket. 
3. If all circuits show continuity (all LEDs will light up on the tester), the socket 
 is receiving power and testing should move forward with the 7-way cable.  
4. Plug the 7-way cable back into the 7-way socket at the back of the tractor 
 and uncouple the 7-way trailer connection.
5. Test the 7-way cable with a continuity tester (suggested Phillips P/N: 15-208) 
 by connecting it to the plug on the trailer side of the cable.
6. If all circuits show continuity (all LEDs will light up on the tester), the electrical cable 
 is receiving power and the problem may lie within the 7-way socket on the trailer.  

TROUBLESHOOTING

All, or correlating pins to the identified failed circuit(s) on either the tractor and/or trailer socket(s) may be 
corroded or damaged
All, or correlating pins to the identified failed circuit(s) on the plug(s) on the electrical cable may be corroded, 
damaged or have pin degradation
All, or correlating wires to the identified failed circuit(s) within the 7-way cable may be corroded or damaged

ABS/Auxiliary (Automatically engages by turning on the ignition)
Tail Lights (Turn on headlights)
Marker/Clearance Lights (Turn on marker/clearance lights or ip the switch on the dashboard)
Right Turn Signal (Turn on hazards)
Left Turn Signal (Turn on hazards)
Brake (Step on the brake pedal)

With the tractor turned on, and power supplied from the tractor to the trailer 7-way connection, the LED 
lights on the QWIK-CHECK™ will light up as each circuit receives power.  Each light is an indication that 
power on that correlating circuit is reaching the trailer 7-way connection.  If the correlating LED does not 
light up, there is a problem with the circuit.
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The QWIK-CHECK™ will turn ON once the first circuit's LED is lit up on the unit, and then will shut-off after 5 minutes. 
To turn the QWIK-CHECK™ back ON, all circuits must be OFF and then re-supplied power.  (This can be done by turning the vehicle off and 
on, or disconnecting the 7-way plug from either socket and then plugging it back in.)

Color Circuit/Function

HOW IT WORKS

Unlit LEDs could be an indication of the following:


